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This paper gives output-sensitive parallel algorithms whose performance
depends on the output size and are significantly more efficient tan previous
algorithms for problems with sufficiently small output size. Inputs are n_n
matrices over a fixed ground field. Let P(n) and M(n) be the PRAM pro-
cessor bounds for O(log n) time multiplication of two degree n polynomials,
and n_n matrices, respectively. Let T(n) be the time bounds, using M(n)
processors, for testing if an n_n matrix is nonsingular, and if so, computing
its inverse. We compute the rank R of a matrix in randomized parallel time
O(log n+T(R) log R) using nP(n)+M(R) processors (P(n)+RP(R) pro-
cessors for constant displacement rank matrices, e.g., Toeplitz matrices). We
find a maximum linearly independent subset (MLIS) of an n-set of n-dimen-
sional vectors in time O(T(n) log n) using M(n) randomized processors and
we also give output-sensitive algorithms for this problem. Applications
include output-sensitive algorithms for finding: (i) a size R maximum match-
ing in an n-vertex graph using time O(T(R) log n) and nP(n)T(R)+RM(R)
processors, and (ii) a maximum matching in an n-vertex bipartite graph, with
vertex subsets of sizes n1n2 , using time O(T(n1) log n) and nP(n)T(n1)+
n1 M(n1) processors.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: parallel algorithms; randomized algorithms; linear systems;
maximum linear independent subset; matrix rank; structured matrices;
Toeplitz matrices; displacement rank; output sensitive; bipartite matching.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Assumptions and Preliminary Definitions
Definition of M(n), P(n) and T(n). We assume a fixed ground field F. Our
complexity bounds (time and number of processors) are stated for the arithmetic
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randomized PRAM model, where in one time step each processor may execute a
test for equality, perform an operation (+, &, _,  ) over the field F, or draw a
random element from (a special subset of) F. Recall that in the Abstract, we define
M(n) to be the number of arithmetic processors for multiplying two matrices of size
n_n in O(log n) time; currently, M(n) is known to be O(n2.376), see [8]. P(n)
denotes the number of arithmetic processors for multiplying two degree n polyno-
mials in O(log n) parallel time. It is known that P(n)=O(n) if the field F supports
an FFT of size n but is otherwise P(n)=O(n log log n) [7]. Also, recall that T(n)
is the time bound, using M(n) processors, for testing if an n_n matrix nonsingular,
and if nonsingular, computing its inverse. The best known bounds for T(n) depend
on the characteristic char(F) and cardinality card(F) of F; they are [17]
T(n)=O(log2 n) if char(F)=0 or char(F)n, and otherwise [18] T(n) remains
polylog (in particular, for 0<char(F)<n, T(n)=O(log4 n)log char(F) if
card(F)n, and otherwise T(n)=O(log5 n)(log char(F) log card(F))).
Parallel Complexity Classes and Bounds. NC is the class of problems solvable
in polylog time with a polynomial number of deterministic processors and RNC
is the class of problems solvable in polylog time with a polynomial number of
randomized processors. The simplest versions of our randomized algorithms are
usually Monte Carlo algorithms with a one-sided failure probability of 1c, where
c is a constant. To improve the failure probability to 1nk, where k is a constant,
we run (k logc n) replicates of the parallel algorithm; the overall computation fails
iff all the replicates fail. Although the processor requirements increase by a factor
of (k logc n), the parallel time remains the same.
For some of our parallel algorithms, the processor requirements are stated using
Brent’s slowdown theorem: for a slowdown s1, a parallel algorithm running in
time T with P processors runs in time [sT] with [Ps] processors.
Frequently, we will need to solve a problem by sequentially executing two
parallel algorithms, the first with time T1 and processor bound P1 , the second with
time T2 and processor bound P2 . It is obvious that if T1T2 , then we can, by a
factor of T2T1 , slow down the first algorithm to T2 time and thus decrease the
processor use by the first algorithm by a factor of [T1 T2]. Otherwise, if T2T1 ,
then we can do a similar slowdown of the second algorithm.
Proposition 1.1. We can sequentially execute two parallel algorithms, the first
with time T1 and processor bound P1 , the second with time T2 and processor bound
P2 , by appropriate slowdown, in time T1+T2 and ?T1 , T2(P1 , P2) processors, where
?T1 , T2(P1 , P2)=P1(WT1T2 X)+P2 if T1T2 , and otherwise ?T1 , T2(P1 , P2)=P1+
P2(WT2 T1 X).
Note that ?T1 , T2(P1 , P2)P1+P2 , so this slowdown never yields an increased
processor bound; for our results, the time bounds are of the form T1=O(log n) and
T2=O(logc R). Note that if R=O(1), then the reduced processor bounds after
constant slowdown, given by ?T1 , T2(P1 , P2), are P1+P2log n, and if R=O(n
=),
for =>0, then the reduced processor bounds are P1 (logc&1 n)+P2 . Thus the
improvement given by ?T1 , T2(P1 , P2) over P1+P2 can be polylog. (To avoid
unduly complicating the statement of our results, we dropped these more exact
bounds from the abstract.)
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For two integers i and j, we use [i, j] to denote the interval of integers
(i, i+1, ..., j&1, j). For a matrix A, let A([i, j], [k, l]) denote the submatrix
formed by the rows whose indices are in [i, j] and the columns whose indices are
in [k, l]. Let Ai, j denote the i, j entry of A; this use of double subscripts to denote
matrix elements will be applied to all matrices considered in the paper. For our
notational convenience, the use of single subscripts will be separately and distinctly
defined though out this paper for specific matrices (i.e., single subscripts will not
necessarily denote a row or column of a matrix).
1.2. Bounded Displacement Rank Matrices
Throughout this paper, we assume indexing of rows and columns of matrices
starts at 1.
A matrix A is called Toeplitz if the matrix entries on each top-left to bottom-right
diagonal are identical, that is,
Ai, j=A(i& j)+1, 1 if i j,
Ai, j=A1, ( j&i)+1 otherwise.
The transpose AT of a Toeplitz matrix A is Toeplitz, and every block (i.e.,
contiguous submatrix) of a Toeplitz matrix is Toeplitz. We will compactly represent
an n_n Toeplitz matrix in 2n space by specifying the first and last rows.
Kailath and his collaborators [15, 16] generalized Toeplitz and Hankel matrices
by defining various classes of matrices with bounded displacement rank. These
matrices can be stored compactly by representing them by their displacement gener-
ators. We say an n_n matrix has displacement rank $ if it can be represented as a
sum of $ products of lower triangular Toeplitz matrices L i and upper triangular
Toeplitz matrices Ui , that is, as $i=1 LiU i . A displacement rank $ matrix can be
compactly represented by specifying the last row of each of the $ triangular Toeplitz
matrices L1 , ..., L$ and the first row of each of the $ triangular Toeplitz matrices
U1 , ..., U$ ; we will call these 2$ vectors the displacement generator of the displace-
ment rank $ matrix (this is sometimes also known as the compact representation of
a bounded displacement rank matrix).
It is very easy, by use of polynomial product (see [3]), to transform a bounded
displacement rank matrix A=$i=1 Li Ui into a sum of $$=$+O(1) products of
upper triangular Toeplitz matrices U$i and lower triangular Toeplitz matrices U$i ,
that is, to rewrite A as $$i=1 U$iL$i .
Note that any matrix has displacement rank at most n, and a Toeplitz matrix has
displacement rank at most two. Throughout this section, we assume that for every
input matrix with displacement rank at most $, a displacement generator is also
available, so an n_n matrix with displacement rank at most $ will be stored in
space 2n$.
As an additional benefit, the use of displacement generators gave fast algorithms
(see [2, 3, 5, 6, 14, 25]) for basic operations on structured matrices.
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Lemma 1.1 (see [3, 5, 26]). (a) The product of an n_n Toeplitz matrix with
an n-vector is computable in parallel time O(log n) with P(n) processors.
(b) The product of two n_n Toeplitz matrices is computable (i.e., represented
as a sum of products of upper and lower triangular (compactly represented ) Toeplitz
matrices) in parallel time O(log n) with P(n) processors.
(c) The product of an n_n Toeplitz matrix with an n_n (arbitrary) matrix is
computable in parallel time O(log n) with nP(n) processors.
Proof. See [3, 5, 26].
The next lemma summarizes results on matrices with displacement rank $ that
we will be using.
Lemma 1.2. (a) [3, 5] The product of an n_n displacement rank $ matrix and
an n_n displacement rank $$ matrix is computable in parallel time O(log n) using
$$$P(n) processors. The product matrix has displacement rank at most $$$+O(1).
(b) [26, 27] Testing nonsingularity of an n_n Toeplitz matrix and, if so, com-
puting its inverse can be done in parallel time O(log2 n) using nP(n) processors. More
generally, these tasks can be done for an n_n displacement rank $ matrix in parallel
time O(log2 n) using $2nP(n) processors.
1.3. Motivation
One of the main motivations in this paper is to improve on parallel algorithms
for basic linear algebra and combinatorial problems by making them output
sensitive; that is, the complexity of the algorithm is stated as a function of the
output as well as input size. For example, an output-sensitive algorithm for
computing the rank R of an n_n matrix may be stated as a function of the output
R as well as n. Out output-sensitive algorithms for rank have the property that on
matrices with sufficiently low rank, they are significantly more efficient than
previous algorithms.
Recent research has shown a surprisingly deep relation between the complexity
of solving important combinatorial problems and the complexity of basic linear
algebra problems, such as computing the rank of a matrix. Indeed, as a conse-
quence of this relation, combinatorial problems that are not known to be in NC,
such as finding a maximum matching in a graph, have been solved by RNC
algorithms [20]. Our output-sensitive parallel algorithms for problems in linear
algebra, such as finding the rank of a matrix, will imply output-sensitive
combinatorial problems such as bipartite matching.
1.4. Our Results
All our algorithms fail with very low likelood 1n0(1). However all our algo-
rithms are Monte Carlo algorithms: when they fail, they may provide no indication
of failure. In contrast, the previous algorithms were Las Vegas algorithms: when
they fail, they provide an indication of failure.
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In Section 2, we present an output-sensitive randomized algorithm for computing
the rank of a matrix. This is a basic algorithmic problem in linear algebra, and
extensive research has been conducted on parallel algorithms for it. NC and RNC
algorithms are now available [4, 23]. Given an n_n input matrix, the most
efficient RNC rank algorithms run in T(n) time with M(n) processors [19, 18].
Let R denote the rank of the matrix. Our RNC algorithm runs in parallel time
O(log n+T(R) log R) using ?log n, T(R) log R(nP(n), M(R)) (which is at most nP(n)+
M(R)) processors.
In Section 3, we study the following classical problem: given an n-set of
n-dimensional vectors, find a maximum linearly independent subset (MLIS), that is,
a maximum size subset of the input vectors that is linearly independent. This
problem differs from the apparently easier problem of finding a basis for the space
spanned by the input vectors, because a solution for the basis problem may contain
arbitrary vectors from the space spanned by the input vectors, whereas a solution
to the MLIS problem cannot have vectors other than the input vectors. The impor-
tance of the MLIS problem comes from its combinatorial applications (see below).
The previous best RNC algorithms for the MLIS problem are the T(n)-time and
nM(n)-processor algorithm of [4, 17] and the O(T(n) log2 n)-time and M(n)-processor
algorithm of [9]. Our new algorithm for MLIS builds on the earlier work in [9]
and runs in randomized parallel time O(T(n) log n) using M(n) processors, but is
not output sensitive.
In Section 4, we present an output-sensitive randomized algorithm for finding a
MLIS of rows in an n_n matrix of rank R that run either in parallel time
O(log n+T(R)) using ?log n, T(R)(nP(n), nM(R)) (which is at most n(P(n)=M(R)))
processors, or in parallel time O(T(R) log n) using nP(n)T(R)+RM(R) pro-
cessors, assuming the rank is known (If the rank is not known, then the time
bounds of these algorithms only increase by an additive factor of at most
O(T(R) log R), without increase in the processor bounds.).
The improved efficiency of our output-sensitive randomized algorithms for
finding a MLIS yields improved parallel algorithms for a number of other signifi-
cant algebraic and combinatorial problems. An immediate application is to the
maximum matching problem for an n-vertex graph with a small matching of size R.
We show that the maximum matching can be computed in the same parallel
bounds as our MLIS algorithm for an n_n matrix of rank R.
Another application is to the problem of computing matchings and flows in an
n-vertex bipartite graph G=(U, V, E) with vertex partition U, V. The case when
one vertex subset, say U, is substantially smaller than the other has been studied
by [12] and by [1]. This case arises in a number of applications. For example,
[12] mentioned the following applications and gave improved algorithms, where
the improvements are solely based on the fact that these problems may be modeled
by bipartite graphs having one vertex subset of the bipartite partition substantially
smaller than the other vertex subset: multiprocessor scheduling with release times
and deadlines, a subclass of 01 integer programming problems called provisioning
or shared fixed cost problems, and the problems of maximum subgraph density and
weighted subgraph density. Let n1=|U |, n2=|V |, where n1<<n2 . Our Corollary 4.2
shows that a maximum matching can be computed here in randomized parallel
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time O(log n+T(n1) log n1) using ?log n, T(n1)(nP(n), nM(n1)) (which is at most
n(P(n)+M(n1))) processors, or in randomized parallel time O(T(n1) log n) using
nP(n)T(n1)+n1 M(n1) processors. This is much improved from the most processor
efficient RNC algorithm, namely, the O(T(n) log n)-time and nM(n)-processor
algorithm in [11].
Yet other applications are to an output-sensitive RNC algorithm for computing
maximum vertex weighted matchings (where the weights may be encoded in
binary), see [20], and to an output-sensitive RNC algorithm for the two-processor
scheduling problem, see [32].
We also consider a frequently occurring class of matrices, namely those with
small displacement rank, and give substantially more efficient randomized parallel
algorithms for the rank and MLIS problems on these matrices.
2. OUTPUT-SENSITIVE RNC ALGORITHMS FOR RANK
In the rest of the paper, we use L and U to denote a unit lower triangular n_n
Toeplitz matrix, and a random unit upper triangular n_n Toeplitz matrix,
respectively. In particular, L2, 1 , L3, 1 , ..., Ln, 1 are (n&1) random numbers chosen
independently from any fixed subset of size nO(1) of the field, and L is the matrix
with
Li, j=L1+(i& j), 1 if i> j
Li, j=1 if i= j
Li, j=0 otherwise,
U1, 2 , U1, 3 , ..., U1, n are (n&1) random numbers chosen independently from a field,
and U is the matrix with
Ui, j=U1, ( j&i)+1 if j>i
Ui, j=1 if i= j
Ui, j=0 otherwise.
We consider the following RNC algorithm of [19] for computing the rank of
an n_n matrix A: Let L and U be as above. Compute the product H=AL followed
by the product G=UH in time O(log n) with nP(n) processors. Let GR be the leading
principal R_R minor of G, i.e., the submatrix of G indexed by rows 1, ..., R and by
columns 1, ..., R. If det GR {0, then clearly rank (A)R. If det GR=0, then with
probability 1&1n0(1), A has rank less than R. This follows from the proof of
Theorem 2 of [25], noting that the random elements of L, U are chosen over a
fixed set of polynomial size, so the SchwartzZippel Lemma [31, 33] ensures a
failure probability 1n0(1).
To find the rank, a binary search over i=1, ..., n is executed to find the maximum
i such that det Gi is nonzero. (The binary search can be replaced by quicker
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methods, see [18, 19], but these methods do not seem to yield output-sensitive
parallel algorithms.)
To obtain an output-sensitive RNC algorithm for rank (i.e., one whose
processor requirements decreases significantly when the matrix has sufficiently low
rank), we replace the binary search by an ‘‘exponential search’ with i=20, 21, 22,
23, ..., until we find an l with deg G2l=0. If we do not find such an l, then the
matrix A is nonsingular, so the rank is n. If we do find such an l, then with
probability 1c the matrix A is singular and has rank <l. Then we do a binary
search to find the rank R in the interval 2l&1 to 2l. Each test for zero determinant
on an R_R matrix is done in T(R) time with M(R) processors. For an input
matrix with rank R, l equals Wlog(R+1)X, so the parallel time for the two searches
is O(log R) times the time for determinant computation. Hence, with constant
slowdown, the total parallel time for the determinant computations is O(T(R)
log R) and the processor requirement is M(R). By Proposition 1.1, we have the
following:
Theorem 2.1. There is an RNC algorithm for computing the rank R of an n_n
matrix, with probability at least 1&1n0(1), in parallel time O(log n+T(R) log R)
using ?log n, T(R) log R(nP(n), M(R)) processors, and O(n log2 n) random bits.
2.1. Application to Matching
Computing the rank of a matrix has many algebraic and combinatorial applica-
tions. Consider the problem of finding the cardinality of a maximum matching in
a graph (possibly nonbipartite). Let p be a prime n2. We employ the method of
[22], and draw m independent random numbers, x1 , ..., xm , from the field Zp , one
number per edge. Then we construct the skew symmetric matrix A with
Ai, j=xe if e=[i, j] and i< j
Ai, j=&xe if e=[i, j] and i> j
Ai, j=0 otherwise,
and compute its rank. With probability at least 1&np, the rank equals the
cardinality of a maximum matching.
Corollary 2.1. Let G be an n-vertex, m-edge graph, and let R denote the size
of a maximum matching in G. R can be computed, with probability 1&1n0(1), by
a randomized PRAM in parallel time O(log n+T(R) log R) using ?log n, T(R) log R
(nP(n), M(R)) processors with integer arithmetic operations and O(m log n+
n log2 n) random bits.
2.2. Improvements for Bounded Displacement Rank Matrices
We now assume the input matrix A to our rank algorithm has size n_n and dis-
placement rank at most $, so A is given as a sum of $ products of upper and lower
triangular (compactly represented) Toeplitz matrices, following our definition of
displacement rank given in Section 1.2. The two n_n matrices required for our
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parallel algorithm for rank are AL and G=UH. The matrix AL is obtained by
multiplying the n_n matrix A of displacement rank at most $ by an n_n lower
triangular Toeplitz matrix of displacement rank L at most 1. The matrix G=UH
is obtained by multiplying an n_n upper triangular Toeplitz matrix of displace-
ment rank U at most 1 by the n_n matrix A of displacement rank at most $.
Recall (see [3]) that polynomial product can be used to transform a bounded
displacement rank matrix A=$i=1 LiUi to a sum of $$=$+O(1) products of
upper triangular Toeplitz matrices U i$ and lower triangular Toeplitz matrices U i$ ,
that is, to rewrite A as $$i=1 U i$Li$ . By Lemma 1.2, these matrix products take
parallel time O(log n) using $P(n) processors. The product of two lower (or upper,
respectively) triangular Toeplitz matrices is a lower (or upper, respectively)
triangular Toeplitz matrix. It follows (following our definition of displacement rank
given in Section 1.2), that the matrix H=AL=($$i=1 U i$Li$) L has displacement
rank at most $+O(1), since the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix L is multiplied
with A from the right. It also follows that the matrix G=UH=H($$i=1 U i$Li$) has
displacement rank at most $, since the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix U is
multiplied with A from the left.
Also, each of the O(log R) stages of binary search requires a test for a
nonsingular submatrix that costs parallel time T(R) using $2RP(R) processors.
Thus, the total parallel time for computing the rank remains O(log n+T(R) log R),
but the processor requirements are reduced, from ?log n, T(R) log R(nP(n), M(R)) in
the general case, to ?log n, T(R) log R($P(n), $2RP(R)) (which is at most O($P(n)+
$2RP(R))) in the displacement rank $ case.
This implies the following:
Theorem 2.2. Given an n_n displacement rank $ matrix along with a displacement
generator of rank $, the rank R is computable in parallel time O(log n+T(R) log R)
using ?log n, T(R) log R($P(n), $2RP(R)) processors.
3. AN RNC ALGORITHM FOR A MAXIMUM LINEARLY INDEPENDENT
SUBSET (MLIS) OF VECTORS
In this section we describe an improvement to Eberly’s RNC MLIS algorithm
for computing a maximum linearly independent subset of an n-set of n-dimensional
vectors [9]. Our algorithm runs in randomized parallel time O(T(n) log n),
compared to O(T(n) log2 n) time for the algorithm of [9]; both algorithms use
M(n) processors. For notational convenience, we assume that n is an integer power
of two, that is, n=2 j, for some integer j.
The MLIS algorithm of [9] uses a divide and conquer strategy, which can be
described (thanks to Eberly [10] for this succinct description) as follows:
Input An n-set S of n-dimensional vectors.
[1] Partition the input set of n vectors into two sets of vectors S1 , S2 , each
of size n2.
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[2] Linearly transform the set of vectors S2 into a set S$2 so that all vectors
of S2 that linearly depend on the set of vectors S1 are mapped to the zero vector,
and all other vectors of S2 are mapped to nonzero vectors.
[3] Then the algorithm is applied recursively to both sets of vectors S1 , S$2
in parallel.
Output Those vectors of S that are not mapped to the zero vector (which form
a maximum linearly independent subset of S).
In step [2], all linear combinations of the vectors in S1 are annihilated by the
linear transformation being applied to S2 . (So, for example, if S1 consists of two
linearly independent vectors, x1 and x2 , and S2 consists of two vectors, x3 and
x3+x1 , where x1 , x2 , and x3 are linearly independent vectors, then the linear
transformation being applied to S2 will map both vectors in S2 to the same vector.)
Computing this linear mapping in step [2] requires computing the rank of an n_n
matrix, computing the inverse of an n_n matrix, finding a median vector in the
final maximum linearly independent subset, and partitioning the input set using
that vector. Then the algorithm is applied recursively to both halves in parallel,
with an O(log n) depth of the recursion. Each level of the recursion runs for
O(T(n) log n) time, giving an overall time of O(T(n) log2 n). For a fixed level of the
recursion, say level k # [0, O(log n)], let ni be the number of nonzero vectors in
the i th block of the partition, where i # [1, 2k]. There are two bottlenecks in the
computation of [9] at level k in the computation that resulted in a running time
of O(T(n) log n):
(1) computing the rank of a matrix, and
(2) binary searching for the median vector in the final maximum linearly
independent subset.
The first bottleneck does not affect our algorithm since we use the T(n)-time
M(n)-processor rank algorithm of [18, 19]. We circumvent the second bottleneck
by not computing the median vector. Instead, we simply partition the input set (at
the (top) level 0 of recursion) into two blocks by putting the first n2 input vectors
in the first half, and putting the last n2 input vectors in the other half. Again, for
each i # [1, 2k], let ni be the number of nonzero vectors in the i th block of the
partition at level k in the computation and let r i be the rank of that i th block.
Consequently, at level k of our recursion, the resulting 2k different blocks of the
partition of the input vectors may have widely varying ranks r i (i # [1, 2k]); i.e.,
each ri may have any value from zero to n2k. However, we claim that the number
of processors required at the k th level of the recursion is still M(n). This follows
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The remaining computations at level k (partitioning the input set using the vector,
and inverse of an n_n matrix) run in time at most T(n) using 2ki=1 O(M(ni))
O(M(n)) processors. By constant slowdown, we have the following:
Theorem 3.1. Given an n-set of n-dimensional vectors, the lexicographically first
maximum linearly independent subset is computable by a randomized parallel
algorithm in time O(T(n) log n) using M(n) processors.
4. OUTPUT-SENSITIVE RNC ALGORITHMS FOR A MAXIMUM
LINEARLY INDEPENDENT SUBSET OF VECTORS
To find a maximum set B of linearly independent rows in the matrix A, the
RNC algorithm of [4] computes the ranks R(k) of the n submatrices A(k) of A,
where A(k) consists of the first k rows of A, and the algorithm adds row k to B iff
R(k)>R(k&1). Note that B is the lexicographically first maximum independent set
of rows.
We improve the processor efficiency of this algorithm and make it output
sensitive. Recall that for any matrix A, we let Ai, j denote the i, j entry of A. First,
we construct the random triangular n_n Toeplitz matrices L and U, as in
Section 2. Let H=AL and let H (k) be obtained from H by replacing rows
(k+1), ..., n by zero rows. For k=1, ..., n, we need to compute G(k)=UH (k). Con-
sider the i, j th entry of G=G(n); this entry equals the inner product of the i th row
of U and the j th column of H. Let V i, j denote the n vector whose l th entry is
Ui, l Hl, j . Let S i, j denote the n vector of prefix sums of V i, j; that is, the k th entry
of S i, j equals the sum of the first k entries of V i, j. For each k=1, ..., n, note that
the i, jth entry of G(k) equals kl=1 U i, lHl, j= the sum of the first k entries of V
i, j,
which is the k th entry of S i, j, that is:
Proposition 4.1. For k=1, ..., n, for each 1i, jn, the i, j th entry of G(k)
equals the kth entry of S i, j.
For a fixed pair i, j, we compute V i, j in parallel time O(log n) using nlog n
processors, and the prefix sum S i, j can also be computed in parallel time O(log n)
using nlog n processors, by the algorithm of Ladner and Fischer [1] (also see Reif
[29] and Ja Ja [13]).
Assume that the rank R of A is known. (Otherwise, it can be computed using the
algorithm of Section 2.) Let G (k)R be the R_R principal minor of G
(k). Since for each
k=1, ..., n, all the larger principal minors of G(k) are singular, we need to focus only
on computing G (k)R . Hence, we need to compute V
i, j and S i, j only for the pairs i, j
with i # [1, R] and j # [1, R]. These S i, j give us all the principal minors G (k)R , for
k=1, ..., n.
Next, for each k=1, ..., n, we compute the rank R(k) of each submatrix G (k)R in
parallel, using the T(n)-time and M(R)-processor algorithm of [24]. The maximum
independent set of rows B will contain row k iff R(k)>R(k&1). A parallel time of
O(T(R)) is achieved by the above computation with nM(R) processors, by running
n copies of the R-rank algorithm in parallel. In addition, we must do the multiplica-
tion of A by Toeplitz matrix L, which takes O(log n) time using nP(n) processors.
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By Proposition 1.1 and constant slowdown, we have total parallel time O(log n+
T(R)) using ?log n, T(R)(nP(n), nM(R)) processors.
We can obtain a time-processor tradeoff from the above computation; we can
decrease processors while increasing parallel time. For q=1, ..., R in parallel, we
find the q th member of the (lexicographically first) maximum independent set of
rows B as follows. We execute a binary search over the submatrices G (k)R ,
k=1, ..., n, looking for the first k such that G(k)R has rank q. For each value of q,
this takes parallel time O(log n log2 R) using M(R) processors, with a total of
RM(R) processors for the R values of q, summed over q=1, ..., R. Note that the
total number of submatrices G (k)R that we examine is at most O(R log n), and we
only examine in parallel at most O(R) submatrices G (k)R at a time. Hence, rather
than computing all the submatrices G (k)R (k # [1, n]) in advance, we compute the
required G (k)R ‘‘only the fly’’ in parallel time O(log R) using RP(R) processors per
submatrix, by utilizing precomputed information.
In the precomputation, the submatrix H([1, n], [1, R]) is row-wise partitioned
into WnRX distinct R_R submatrices Hi , where Hi=H([(i&1) R+1, iR],
[1, R]). Similarly, we column-wise partition the submatrix U([1, R], [1, n]) into
WnRX distinct R_R submatrices Ui , where Ui=U([1, R], [(i&1) R+1, iR]), for
i # [1, WnRX]. Then we compute WnRX distinct R_R submatrices E i by multiplying
the R_R submatrices Ui and Hi , to form the product Ei=Ui Hi . Finally, for
i=1, ..., WnRX, we compute WnRX prefix sums F (i)= ij=1 Ej of the R_R sub-
matrices Ej . Since the submatrices Ui in the products Ui Hi are Toeplitz, computing
each of the Ei costs parallel time O(log R) using RP(R) processors, and computing
the prefix sums costs parallel time O(log n) using nRlog n processors, so the overall
precomputation takes at most parallel time O(log n) using nRlog n+(WnRX)
RP(R)O(nP(R)) processors.
Recall that H (k) is obtained from H by replacing rows (k+1), ..., n by zero rows,
and that row r in Hi corresponds to row r+(i&1) R in H. Hence to compute G (k)R ,
for any k # [1, n], fix i=wkRx and construct the R_R submatrix H (k)i from H i by
replacing each row r by a zero row, where r+(i&1) R # [(k+1), ..., n]. Then we
multiply the R_R triangular Toeplitz submatrix Ui by H (k)i , and add the product
to F (i&1). Since





UjH j=U i H (k)i + :
wkRx&1
j=1









Computing one submatrix G (k)R takes parallel time O(log R) using RP(R)
processors, and so the total processor bound is R2P(R) for all the O(R) submatrices
G(k)R that we examine in parallel. This is dominated by the R rank computations on
the G (k)R , which can be executed in parallel, in time O(T(R)) using RM(R)
processors. The multiplication of A by Toeplitz matrix L has cost time O(log n)
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using nP(n) processors. By Proposition 1.1 and constant slowdown, we have total
parallel time O(log n+T(R) log n)O(T(R) log n) using ?log n, T(R) log n(nP(n),
RM(R))nP(n)T(R)+RM(R) processors.
Summarizing these two results, we have the following:
Theorem 4.1. Let A be an n_n matrix whose rank R is known. (If the rank is
not known, then the time bounds increase by an additive factor of at most O(log3 R),
without an increase in the processor bounds.) There are RNC algorithms for comput-
ing the lexicographically first maximum independent set of rows of A, with probability
at least 1&1n0(1) using O(n log2 n) random bits, either
(a) in parallel time O(log n+T(R)) using ?log n, T(R)(nP(n), nM(R)) processors or
(b) in parallel time O(T(R) log n) using nP(n)T(R)+RM(R) processors.
4.1. Combinatorial Applications
The above algorithm has several combinatorial applications. Consider the
problem of finding the vertex set of a maximum matching in a graph, i.e., a largest
vertex subset Bsuch that the subgraph induced by B has a perfect matching. We
first construct the random skew-symmetric matrix A, as described at the beginning
of Section 2. Then the vertex set of a maximum matching corresponds to a
maximum linearly independent set of rows of A (see Lovasz’s theorem in [28]) and
hence can be found by the above algorithm.
This algorithm is useful for improving the efficiency of RNC matching algo-
rithms when the size of the maximum matching is substantially smaller than the
number of vertices. We first run the above algorithm as a preprocessing step to find
the vertex set B. Suppose B is of size |B|=R. Then we run the algorithm of [11]
(which improves [24]) to find a perfect matching on the subgraph induced by B
in parallel time O(T(R) log R) using RM(R) processors.
Corollary 4.1. Let G be an n-vertex, m-edge graph, and let R denote the size
of a maximum matching in G. Then a randomized PRAM (with integer arithmetic
operations and O(m log n+n log2 n) random bits) can compute, with probability at
least 1&1n0(1),
(i) the vertex set of a maximum matching of G in parallel time O(log n+
T(R)) using ?log n, T(R)(nP(n), nM(R)) processors, or in parallel time O(T(R) log n)
using nP(n)T(R)+RM(R) processors, and
(ii) a maximum matching in parallel time O(log n+T(R) log R) using ?log n, T(R)
(nP(n), nM(R)) processors, or in parallel time O(T(R) log n) using nP(n)T(R)+
RM(R) processors.
Our parallel maximum linearly independent set algorithm also gives improve-
ments for computing maximum matchings in certain classes of bipartite graphs.
Consider an n-vertex bipartite graph with vertex partition (U, V) where one vertex
set of the partition, say U, is substantially smaller than the other. Let n1=|U |<<
n2=|V |. Observe that the maximum size R of a matching in G is n1 . Hence the
(n1+n2)_(n1+n2) adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph may be replaced by its
upper right n1_n2 submatrix. Thus we can apply our parallel maximum linearly
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independent set algorithm to this submatrix, with R=n1 , and the maximum match-
ing can be computed using the algorithm of [11]. Note that since the adjacency
matrix is replaced by its upper right n1_n2 submatrix, we reduce the processor
bound from nP(n) to n1P(n) to do the multiplication of A by Toeplitz matrix L
(and the precomputations of our algorithm) in time O(log n). Thus, with constant
slowdown, we can in this case replace nP(n) with n1 P(n) and also substitute n1 in
place of R in the bounds of Corollary 4.1, yielding the following.
Corollary 4.2. Let G=(U, V, E) be an n-vertex bipartite graph with n1=|U |
<<n2=|V |. Then a randomized PRAM (with integer arithmetic operations) can
compute, with probability at least 1&1n0(1),
(i) the vertex set of the maximum matching in parallel time O(log n+T(n1))
using ?log n, T(n1)(nP(n), nM(n1)) processors, or in parallel time O(T(n1) log n) using
nP(n)T(n1)+n1 M(n1) processors, and
(ii) a maximum matching in parallel time O(log n+T(n1) log n1) using
?log n, T(n1)(nP(n), nM(n1)) processors, or in parallel time O(T(n1) log n) using
nP(n)T(n1)+n1 M(n1) processors.
4.2. Improvements for Matrices with Small Displacement Rank
We now give reduced processor requirements (while keeping the time bounds the
same) for finding a maximum linearly independent subset of vectors, in the
displacement rank $ case. We assume the input matrix A has displacement rank at
most $, so A is given as a sum of $ products of upper and lower triangular
(compactly represented) Toeplitz matrices, following our definition of displacement
rank given in Section 1.2. Recall that by Lemma 1.2, testing nonsingularity of an
R_R displacement rank $ matrix and, if so, computing its inverse can be done in
parallel time O(log2 R) using $2RP(R) processors.
The submatrices of A with consecutive rows and consecutive columns have
displacement rank at most $+O(1) (in fact, can be shown to have displacement
rank at most $+4). All the intermediate matrices constructed in the maximum
linearly independent subset algorithm are such submatrices of A, which are in some
cases multiplied on either side by a triangular Toeplitz matrices. Thus all the inter-
mediate matrices constructed in the algorithm have displacement rank at most
O($). Hence these matrices can be stored compactly in O($n) space, instead of the
n2 space required in the general matrix case. Also, we can reduce the processor
bounds for the R_R matrix products and singularity tests to be executed; these
processor bounds reduce, from M(R) in the general matrix case, to $2RP(R)
processors for matrices of displacement rank at most $. We conclude that to find
a maximum linearly independent subset of vectors, we can improve on Theorem 4.1
as follows:
1. take time O(log n+log2 R) and achieve a processor bound decrease, from
?log n, T(R)(nP(n), nM(R)) in the general matrix case, to ? log n, log 2 R($P(n), $2nRP(R))
(which is at most O($(P(n)+$nRP(R)))) in the displacement rank $ case, or
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2. take time O((log n) log2R), and achieve a processor bound decrease, from
nP(n)log2 R+RM(R) in the general matrix case, to $P(n)log2 R+$2R2P(R) in
the displacement rank $ case.
This implies the following:
Theorem 4.2. Given an n_n displacement rank $ matrix along with a displace-
ment generator of rank $, a maximum linearly independent subset of the rows is
computable in either
(a) parallel time O(log n+log2 R) using ?log n, log 2R($P(n), $2nRP(R)) processors
or
(b) parallel time O((log n) log2 R) using $(P(n)log2 R+$R2P(R)) processors.
These processor bounds can be further substantially improved by the results of
Reif [30] in the case where the entries of the input matrices are rational numbers
with a bounded number of bits.
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